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ABSTRACT 
For the solution of the linear system Ax = (I- T)x = c (11, where T is a weakly 
cyclic of index p > 2 matrix of a special structure, the block SOR method with 
different relaxation factors associated with the row blocks of A is considered. First, a 
well-known relationship connecting the eigenvalue spectra of the block Jacobi matrix 
T of A and its associated modified SOR (MSOR) matrix is proved for all p > 3, via an 
approach due to Varga, Niethammer, and Cai. Next, it is shown that the matrix 
analogue of the eigenvalue relationship holds at least for p = 3. This, together with 
the facts that the matrix analogue holds true for p = 2 and also for any p > 3, 
provided all relaxation factors coincide, suggests a more general validity of the 
aforementioned matrix identity. Then, based on the matrix relationship, an equiva- 
lence is established between the MSOR method and a stationary p-parameter p-step 
iterative one for the solution of (1). So one can study convergence properties and 
determine optimal parameters of both methods by studying the simpler of the two, 
that is, the p-step one. Finally, some applications of the theory developed when p = 2 
are presented, and a brief discussion concerning comparisons of the optimum MSOR 
and AOR methods in a specific case is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Suppose we want to solve the nonsingular linear system 
Ax=b, (1.1) 
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with A=Cnxn and by@“. Suppose also that A is in the p x p block 
partitioned form 
A,, 0 . . . 0 
0 A22 ... 0 
0 (j . . . (j 
A . . . c/+1,1 0 0 
0 A,+,,, ... 0 
0 6 ..+ A,,;_, 
Al,,-,+, 0 . . . 0 
0 &,+z ... 0 
0 6 ... A:,, 
0 0 . . . 0 
0 0 . . . 0 
0 6 . * . A,, 
(1.2) 
where the diagonal block matrices Ajj are square of order rj, j = l(l)p, and 
nonsingular, and 4 is relatively prime to ;p [gcd(p, y) = 11. As is known, the 
matrix A in (1.2) belongs to the class of p-cyclic matrices (see Varga [30]), or 
more precisely to that of generalized consistently ordered (GCO) (4, p - q)- 
matrices (see Young [35]). Let D := diag(A r r, A,,, . . . , A,,), and define the 
block Jacobi matrix T associated with A by 
T := Z - D-‘A 
0 
0 
0 
0 
T 9+2,2 
0 
. . 
. . 
. . . 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
T' 
p-p-4 
Tl,,-,+1 0 
0 T23,-q.2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
0 
0 
T,, 
0 
0 
0 
(1.3) 
Let also 
T := L + U, (1.4) 
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where L and U are strictly lower and upper triangular matrices, and set 
c := D-lb, so that (1.1) becomes 
x=Tx+c. (1.5) 
If we associate with each block row of A a relaxation factor 6.1~ # 0, 
j = l(l)p, the modified successive overrelaxation (MSOR) method for the 
solution of (1.1) or (1.5) is defined by 
x(“‘) = &/&(“L- 1) f(Z-RZJ’nc, m = 1,2,..., (1.6) 
where the MSOR iteration matrix & is given by 
&:=(I-nL)-‘(I-fl+mJ) (1.7) 
and R := diag(w,Z,, oaZ,, . . . , w,Z,) with Zj denoting the unit matrix of order 
rj, j = l(l)p. Obviously, for R = wZ, w # 0, MSOR reduces to the SOR 
method. 
In this paper first we derive the well-known functional relationship 
fJ (A + wj - 1) = fi wj/.Lw-” 
j=l j=l 
(1.8) 
of Taylor [28], which connects the sets of eigenvalues /_L E a(T) and A E 
a(J’), via an approach due to Varga, Niethammer, and Cai [31]. Equation 
(1.8) generalizes the equation 
(A + Wl - l)( A + w2 - 1) = w,wzpLeA (1.9) 
of Young [34] (see also [35]), which was also obtained by Golub and de Pillis 
[14] by the singular value decomposition method, and for wj = w, j = l(l)p, 
reduces to the equation 
(A + w - 1)’ = d’p”A”-Q (1.10) 
of Vemer and Bemal [32]. From the latter the famous equations of Young 
[33] for (p, 4) = (2,1> and of Varga [29] for any p > 2, 4 = 1, are recovered. 
The relationship (1.8) is given in Theorem 1. 
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Next, we put the question of whether the matrix analogue of (1.81, that is, 
the matrix equation 
fi (~~+(Wj-l)z}=(~T)“~~-‘I, (1.11) 
j=l 
holds true for all (p,q) and wj E C. Equation (1.11) generalizes the corre- 
sponding equation of Young [35] for (p, 4) = (2,l) and has been proved to 
hold in the SOR case (see Galanis et al. [9, lo]). Here the validity of (1.11) is 
proved for (p, ql= (3,1> and (3,2). Consequently there is strong evidence 
that (1.11) holds in general (Theorem 2). 
Then, based on the equation (1.111, we establish the equivalence of the 
MSOR method (1.6)-(1.7) and a particular stationary p-parameter p-step 
iterative method for the solution of (1.5) (Theorem 41, which is our primary 
concern in this paper. This equivalence allows one to use the theory for the 
p-step iterative methods by Niethammer and Varga [26] as well as that in 
[13], [4-61, [15], [25], [27], and [7-111 to determine regions of convergence, 
rates of convergence, optimal parameters involved, etc. for the MSOR 
method, and vice versa. 
Finally, as an application, we derive new and extend known convergence 
results for the MSOR method in the case p = 2. 
2. THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION (1.8) 
In order to facilitate the analysis we study the case (p, q) = (5,2). The 
generalization to any (p,q), with gcd(p, 9) = I, is then obvious. In our 
specific case we have 
T:= 1 
0 0 0 TM 0 
0 0 0 0 T,, 
T,, 0 0 0 0, 
0 T42 0 0 
0 0 Ts3 0 0 ! 
0 
L:= I 
0 0 
T 
31 
0 0 
0 Td2 0 0 
0 0 TX3 
u:= 
i 
0 Td' T" 
25 
0 0 1. (2.1) 
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Assume then that 0 # u = [UT,. . . , uz]‘, partitioned in accordance with A, is 
an eigenvector of Jo with eigenvalue A. From _/ou = Au one has 
(I-n+nr_J)u=h(l-RL)u, (2.2) 
and by using (2.1) it is obtained 
WITl,U, = (A + w1 - l)U,, (2.3i) 
o,ZT,,u, = (A + w, - l)u,, (2.3ii) 
w~AT,,u, = (A + ws - l)u,, (2.3iii) 
w~AT,,u, = (A + o4 - l)u,, (2.3iv) 
c+AT~u~ = (A + ws - l)u,. (2.3~) 
Since u # 0, at least one of the uj’s is different from zero; let it be us. So we 
multiply the members of (2.3iii) by 
fi (A + wj - 1) 
j=l 
j#3 
and replace (A + wi - l)u, by using (2.3i); then, in the resulting equation, 
we replace (A + wq - l)u, by using (2.3iv), and so on, to obtain 
fi wjA3T31T14T42TZsTs3u3 = fi (A + wj - l)u,. (2.4) 
j=l j=l 
From (1.7) one has det(_&) = nq,,<l- ojjrj. Thus, for 0 = A E a(_.&o) one 
of the wj’s equals 1 and conversely. In such a case both (2.4) and (1.8) are 
satisfied for any /_L. For A # 0, (2.4) gives 
fi (A+wj-1) 
T31T14T42T25T53~3 = j=’ 5 u3. (2.5) 
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However, in view of the cyclic nature of T in (2.1) it is seen that 
T31TJ42TET53 is one of the diagonal submatrices of T5 with nonzero 
eigenvalues the fifth powers of the eigenvalues p ( # 0) of T. So from (2.5) 
we conclude that if 0, 1 - wj # A E v(_&), there exists 0 f p E a(T) satisfy- 
ing (1.8). Conversely, assume that 0 # I_L E a(T) and that A f 0 satisfy (1.8). 
Then there exists u\ # 0 such that T31T,4T42Tz5T53uj = p5u’,. Define u>, z~‘_z, 
~‘4 and u: via (2.3v), (2.3ii), (2.3iv) and (2.3i) respectively. Using (1.8), it is 
shown that u$ verifies (2.3iii) as well. Consequently from (2.2) it is implied 
that u’=[u\‘,..., u;‘]’ f 0 is an eigenvector of dn with corresponding 
eigenvalue A. Also, by a limiting process argument similar to that used in [16] 
for the p-cyclic SSOR case, it can be proved that 0 # A = 1 - wj E (~(2~) for 
one j iffO=pEu(T). 
In the general case the starting point for the above analysis is the 
(9 + 1)st equation of (2.3), provided tiqfl # 0. Then one follows the cyclic 
equation path using successively the equations (2.3) numbered 1, 1 + p - 9, 
l+p-Zq,..., 1+p-p,9, 1+2p-(&+1)9,...,1+2p-p,9, 1+3p-(p,+1) 
9,..., 1+j~-pj9,l+(j+l)p-(pj+l)9,...,1+(9-l)p-p,_,9,1+9p 
- py9 = p (here pj = [(1 + jp)/q] - 1, j = l(l)q, and [a] denotes the largest 
integer not greater than a) and works in exactly the same way as in the 
particular case studied previously. If uy+ 1 = 0 one starts with any uk Z 0, 
k = l(l)p, and the same cyclic equation path as before is followed, starting 
with the (k + l)st equation of (2.3), then using the (k + 1- 9)th one [or the 
(k+1-q+p)thifk+l-q<O],andsoon. 
Therefore in the general case we have: 
THEOREM 1. Given the GCO (9, p - 9)-matrix A in (1.2), with block 
diagonal submatrices A,,, j = l(l)p, square and nonsingular, and gcd(p, y) 
= 1. LRt T in (1.3) be its associated block Jacobi matrix, and & in (1.7) be 
the corresponding MSOR matrix with relaxation factors wj # 0, j = l(l)p. 
Assume further that A and I_L satisfy the relationship 
fJ (A + oj - 1) = fj ,j/..LL”A”-Y 
j=l j=l 
Then 
(a) 0 = A E a(-&) ifl wj = 1 for one j, and 
(b) 0 # A E a(_&) i# /..L E a(T). 
(2.6) 
REMARK. Theorem 1 holds in the most general case of CC0 (9, p - 9)- 
matrices, an excellent result due to Taylor [28]. 
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3. THE MATRIX ANALOGUE OF (1.8) 
As was mentioned before, the matrix identity (l.ll), which connects the 
Jacobi and the MSOR matrices T and _.&’ associated with the GCO 
(q, p - 9)-matri x A in (1.2) holds true for (p. 9)=(2, l), a result due to 
Young [35]. The new result we give in this paper is that (1.11) is also valid for 
(p, 9) = (3,l) and (3,2). Here, it is recalled that in the SOR case [wj = w, 
j = l(l)pl, (1.11) is true; this was proved first in [9] for (p,9)=(p, 1) and 
then in [IO] for any (p, 9). So it is believed that the tool of elementary graph 
theory used successfully in the SOR case will prove as effective in the 
MSOR case for the proof of the validity of (1.11) which all the evidence so 
far corroborates. 
For p = 3, (1.11) can be proved by direct computation of the block matrix 
elements of the left and the right hand sides. More specifically, the block 
elements mij of _z!~-~ for (p, 9) = (3,l) are 
m 13 - - q{(2- WI- ~311, + WPJ~W~T,,T,,T~,}TI,, 
m 22=(1-w,)((l-oa)Z,+o,w,w,T,,T,,T,,}, 
m -qo2((3-o,-o,- 23 - 03112 + ~10203T,,T,3T,z}T21T13i 
msl = vdl- d(3- ml - m2 - w3)h + w~w~w~T~~T~~T~~}T~~T~,, 
m 32 =w3(1-w2)((2- w2 - 03)z3 + W1°2W3T32T2,T,3)T32, 
m 33 = (I- 03)~I3 + ~1~2~3{(~- WI- “2 -203)I3 + 0,02~3T32T,,T,,lT32T2,T,3, 
(3.1) 
while for (;p, 9) = (3,2) they are 
ml1 = (1- w,)Z,, m12 = qT,,, ml3 = 
m21 = 0, m22 = (1- w2)Z2, m2?3 = 1);,T,,, 
m 3, = w,(l- wl)Tsl. m32 = w~~JJ,,T,,, m33 = (1 - a~,&. (3.2) 
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Expanding, in the same way, the left hand side of (I.111 for (p, 9) = (3, I) and 
(3,2), Equation (1.11) is readily verified. So we have: 
THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 (except for wj z 0, 
j = l(l)p) the matrix relationship 
h {_&+(w~-~)Z}=(RT)“~~-” 
.j = 1 
(3.3) 
holds true, at least for (p, 9) = (2,1>, (3,1), and (3,2). Also, $ Sz = wl (SOB 
case) then (3.3) is valid for any (p, 9). 
We conclude this section by pointing out that the matrices T JJ and _&A-” 
in (3.3) seem to commute for all (p, 9). Obviously, this holds true for 
(p, 9) = (2, l), (3, l), and (3,2). Also, for the SOR case [wj = w, j = l(l)p] the 
commutativity of the two matrices may follow as a by-product of the analysis 
in the proof of the corresponding matrix analogue (1.11) in [lo]. In the 
general case the commutativity of TP and _.&‘-‘l remains an open question. 
Hence: 
THEOREM 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 the matrices T p and 
-k&-q commute for (p, 9) = (2,1>, (3,1>, and (3,2). Also, if fl = wl (SOR 
case), the commutativity of the aforementioned matrices holds true for any 
(P, 9X 
NOTE. Since this paper was typed, Theorems 2 and 3 have also been 
proven true for other pairs (p, 9) [17], and it now seems that an answer to the 
yuestion of the validity of these two statements for all possible pairs may come 
up soon. 
4. THE EQUIVALENCE OF THE MSOR AND A CERTAIN p-STEP 
ITERATIVE METHOD 
For the pairs (p, 9) for which the matrix identity (3.3) is valid one can 
follow the basic steps developed in a series of papers by Galanis, Hadjidimos, 
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and Noutsos (see e.g., [g-11]) an d h s ow that the MSOR method is equivalent 
to a p-step one. For this, first we simplify the notation by using the symbols 
T, L, U, and c to denote RT, RL, C!U, and Rc respectively. Thus (1.61, 
(1.7), and (3.3) are written as 
.(*n) = J&+-l) + (I- L) -lc, (4.li) 
_&=(I-ZJ’(I-R+u), (4.lii) 
fi (_&+(cu~-~)Z)=T~_&~. 
j=l 
(4.liii) 
Then we apply the operators of both members of (4.liii) to xCm-P) to obtain 
I? {-41+<wj-1)z) X(m-p) = TltJ-‘I.#WJ) 
j=l 
or, by expanding the left hand side above, 
i SjJ~-_ix(yn-p) = TfJd’-%#“-P), 
j=O 
(4.2) 
where 
sj= c fi(w&). j = l(l)P, S,=l, (4.3) 
{k,,k, ,..., kj) i=l 
and where the summation extends over all possible sets of j indices 
&,,k,,..., kj), j = l(l)p, taken from (1,2,. . . , p}. Next we use (4.li), with 
m - p in the place of m - 1, j times successively, to yield 
dqx (m-p) = X(nl-p+j) _ 
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and substitute the expression above into (4.2) to obtain after some manipula- 
tion 
P 
p) = TPX(fn--r/) - c s,* 
3 (‘rL-j) 
j=l 
m=1,2,... (4.4) 
In the p-step method above the vectors x(“‘-~), m - j = - p + l(l)O, do not 
have to be obtained as the MSOR iterants from an arbitrary x(-P+l). 
According to [26] they all can be taken arbitrarily. 
Furthermore, if we assume that 14 c(TP), where T refers to the one in 
(1.31, then (1.6)-(1.7) is equivalent to (4.4) and the latter can be simplified 
significantly. For this let S be the sum in the brackets in the right hand side 
of (4.4). It will be 
i {Sj(Z-~&-‘)}-TP(Z-_d~-~) (Z--t&’ 
j=O 1 
5 Sj-jfi~{d”+(~j-l)Z}-T’+T’-q (I-&-‘, 
j=O I 
and if we use (4.liii), we take 
S= (fi~~~Z-T~i(r-l,,)-~ 
Replacing & from (4.liii) and going back to the original notation RT, GIL, 
RU, and CIc for T, L, U, and c respectively, we obtain after some algebra 
that 
P p-1 
S= nuj c Tk(Z-f-IL), 
j=l k=O 
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which when substituted into (4.4) gives 
m=1,2,... . 
(4.5) 
Thus we have: 
THEOREM 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 where 1 P u(TP), the 
MSOR method (1.6)-(1.7) and the p-step iterative method (4.4) are equiva- 
lent, that is, they have identical asymptotic convergence rates. Furthermore, 
(4.4) reduces to (4.5). 
REMARK. The second part of Theorem 4 and the symmetry of the right 
hand side of (4.51, as a function of the wj’s show that once a set of wj’s has 
been specified, then any permutation of it will produce p! equivalent p-step 
(and MSOR) methods with the same rates of convergence, a property which 
was not obvious from the beginning, at least for the MSOR method. 
5. THE SPECIAL CASE p = 2 
The class of p-step methods (4.5) for q = 1 is studied very thoroughly by 
Niethammer and Varga in [26]. Unfortunately, for a given spectrum a(T), 
the precise regions of convergence, optimal parameters involved, etc. are not 
known in general. However, much is known when p = 2. For this value of p, 
(4.5) becomes 
$“) = ( W&T2 + W;&(fn-l) + (I_ ob _ W;)X(m-2) 
+ wb( I + T)c, m=1,2,..., (5.1) 
with 
wb=wlwz (ZO), 6J’=2-w --o 1 1 2’ (5.2) 
So, whenever optimum values for wb and WI are known, then, by virtue of 
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Theorem 4, optimum values for wi, ws of the MSOR method (1.6)-(1.7) can 
be determined by means of (5.2) or as the root of the quadratic 
os-(2-w;)w+w;,=o. (5.3) 
It is remarked that if (5.3) has a double zero (wl = w,), i.e., if 
(2- w;)‘-4~; = 0, (5.4) 
then the MSOR method reduces to the SOR one. 
As an application, assume that T is e-cyclic and a(T) lies in the 
cross-shaped region R := [ - r1 eie, r,eie] U [ - ir, eie, ir, eie], rl, r2 > 0, 0 < 8 
<r/&withlER( see Figure 1). (Note: In Figures l-4, 8 in the exponen- 
tials stands essentially for 8.) Since a(T’) E [ - t-2” ei2’, rp eize] (see Figure 
2), optimal values for the parameters in (5.1) can be found by means of the 
formulas (7.3), (7.61, and (7.7) of [26], namely 
4 
& = (@ _ (Y)k 7 
-2(/3+(u) 
4= (p_a)s^ ) 
(5.5) 
where (Y = - r: eiee and p = t-H ei2’. In (5.5), $ is the optimal asymptotic 
convergence factor of (5.1) and, by virtue of Theorem 4, is the optimal 
spectral radius p(_/~) of the MSOR method (1.6)-(1.7). The optimal values 
FIG. 1. 
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FIG. 2. 
for o1 and w, of the MSOR method can be obtained from (5.31, and the 
corresponding formulas are 
41, $2 = 
2(1~{(1-01)(1-a)}l’~+(ap)“‘) 
((1_u)lq&-p)l/pjl ’ 
(5.6) 
where the symbol @ denotes + or -, whichever gives IS] in (5.5). From 
(5.6) we note that (5.4) is true iff (~/3 = 0, namely iff either rr or t-a is zero, 
which in turn implies that the optimum MSOR method reduces to the SOR 
one. 
A second application of practical interest is the special case of the 
previous one where either rr = 0 or t-a = 0. Let then c+(T) c R := [ - Jo eie, - 
p e”‘?U[p eie,iieio], 1 E R, 0 < p < jZ, 0 Q 8 < r, so that a(T’> c 
r,2ei2B 4 i20 
,p e 1. (See Figures 3 and4.) Based on the above discussion, we 
distinguish two cases: 
(a) /.L = 0: The optimum MSOR method reduces to the SOR one with - 
optimal parameters 
2 
(j= 
L+ cl _ Pz eize)1/2 ’ 
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. 
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FIG 3. 
FIG. 4. 
where the square root is taken to be the one with the positive real part. For 
the optimum SOR method, (5.7) constitute a result of Kredell’s [19] (see also 
1251). However, what we have just proved covers also the cases (i) a(T) real 
(0 = 0, p < 1) and (ii) a(T) pure imaginary (0 = r/2). For these two cases 
the fact that the optimum MSOR method reduces to the SOR one is due to 
Taylor [28] (see also Young [35]) and to us [18] respectively. 
(b) p > 0: The optimum MSOR method is different from (better than) 
the SOE one. In the case of real a(T), i.e. 0 = 0, with F < 1, one has from 
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(5.5) 
while with p > 1 - 
(g _ 1)1/C (CL’ _ 1)1’2 
p^= (P_l)l/e+(p2_1)l/~’ 
- 
In the case of a pure imaginary a(T), i.e. 0 = rr/2, 
p^= 
(1+~2)l/y1+p2)1’2 
- 
(1+i?) 
i/P+(I+CLS)i/P~ 
19 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
The above results for the MSOR method were obtained by Taylor [28], (5.8); 
by Yeyios and Psimarni [36], (5.9); and by us [18], (5.101, via another route. 
Finally it is remarked that in case one restricts oneself to determining 
real parameters for (5.1) [or (1.611, one should have a(T”) strictly to the left 
or strictly to the right of the line Re z = 1; or equivalently, a(T) should lie 
strictly in the exterior or strictly in the interior of the hyperbola x2 - y2 = 1, 
respectively. Then, based on a(T “1, one determines optimal real parameters 
for (5.11, and therefore for (1.61, in the way suggested by Manteuffel [21-231 
and implemented by Avdelas and Leontitsis [3] (see also 111, [2], and [20]), 
where both cases of a nonstationary and a stationary method are covered. 
Before we close this section we should mention that, to the best of our 
knowledge, the first attempt to compare the MSOR and the AOR methods 
was made by Moussavi [24]. In the case of straight line spectra we should 
comment that comparisons between the optimum AOR and the two-step 
methods (5.1) were made by Galanis et al. [12], and comparisons between the 
optimum AOR and the MSOR methods were made by Yeyios and Psimami 
1361 and by us [lS]. As it turns out, when /.L = 0 the optimum AOR and the 
method (5.1) have identical convergence rates and coincide with the opti- 
mum SOR. However, when p > 0 the method (5.1) and its equivalent MSOR 
method are superior to the optimum AOR one. 
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